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Society and Citizenship Committee Meeting 
  

Meeting attended by: Deej Malik-Johnson (DMJ), Molly Steadman (MS), Will Ranger (WR), Jack 
Swan (JS) 

Absent from meeting: 
 

Maria, Jiaqi, Kaarthi, Sarah 

Sent apologies: 
 

Maria, Jiaqi 

Date:  19/02/2017 

Time: 15:00-17:00 

Secretary: Polly Barr 

Agenda Topic #1:  Dee’s plans for the rest of the year Actions/Deadlines: 

Notes:   

 DMJ- apologized for not being able to attend previous 
meeting 

 Wants to push OLIO app 
- Food sharing- needs pushing 
- On manifesto 
- Affects students because it saves money 
- Everyone can use it  

 ‘Let’s Talk About’: general talks with community figures 
- Councilors and MPs- issues affecting students  

 Strikes: committee voted in favour to support strikes ‘in 
principal’  

- JS- raised issues of how it does negatively impact students 
- Needs to be clearer it’s the UCU causing the strikes 
- MS- raised the issue that people don’t know how it affects 

them 
- Majority of the committee voted in favour of releasing a 

statement about the strikes 

 Activist Training 
- Increase number of activist training workshops  
- Include a policy making workshop 

 

 DMJ & MS to meet by the 
end of the week to release 
a statement on the strikes 

 JS to contact the 
organisers of the student 
leaders’ conference to see 
if a policy making 
workshop is something 
that can be included  

 
 
 
 

Agenda Topic #2:  Revisiting the policy:  The Students’ Union 
should rename ‘Academy 2’ to ‘Academy X’ 

 

Notes:   

 DMJ- signage: Academy 2/Academy X 
- Plaque/mural describing what it is 
- Call it Academy X for internal 
- Symbolic achievement 
- WR- raised concern about how do we make people aware 

but a mural or display isn’t as confusing 
- DMJ- host a grand unveiling  

 DMJ- talk to Norris and 
Ben by the week 
commencing 5th March 

Agenda Topic #3: Revisiting the policy: The Students’ Union 
should call for the closing of all Immigration Detention Centres  

 WR to speak to the contact 
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 DMJ- union policy= greater legitimacy in campaigning 
- Could put an info thing out 
- Testimonies of students affected by detention centres  
- WR- have a contact with someone that could help (Citizens 

UK) 
 

 

Agenda Topic #4: Review of 3 Priorities  

1) JS- policy making sessions will work with widening 
participation  

- DMJ- ask at hustings how exec candidates will do this 
- WR- encouraging people to vote in the exec elections will 

widen participation  
- DMJ- doing more stuff in different schools, focus on North 

Campus etc 
- more events + better student media 
- perhaps run a radio show or utilize Fuse TV 
2) WR- make the campaigns happening seem more relevant to 

students 
- JS- suggested a campaigns fair, perhaps in freshers 
- This would work with the third priority 
3) DMJ-  need to reach out to the community better  

 
 

 

Agenda Topic #4: Questions to the Exec Member  

 

 WR- Asked Deej- what happens to money that doesn’t get 
used 

- DMJ- re-allocated 

 

 


